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Every Brain Matters is a community of support and advocacy based on science and experience. Join
us as we call for a cultural change with the widespread use of our logo, which unites us and symbolizes
both “freedom from marijuana” and optimal brain and environmental health. The public has been
deceived and misled regarding the effects of marijuana products, leading us to a public health crisis. No
matter what decisions are made or how much the drug culture expands, we will “Keep On Keepin On”,
because we wholeheartedly know that Every Brain Matters.

Spotlight
Click the imagine to read our latest article.

National Institute on Drug Abuse News Release

An analysis of date from more than 10,000 children aged 11 and 12
revealed that exposure to cannabis in utero was associated with
higher risk of developing disorders such as ADHD, aggressive

behavior, conduct disorder, and rule-breaking behavior.”

Read the full article here.

In The News
The Every Brain Matters and Moms Strong communities hit

worldwide on major platforms.

Please note: Every Brain Matters is a non-partisan organization. We appreciate and support
anyone who is willing to educate on the true impacts of marijuana. Let’s continue to link arms and

work together, not allowing political divisions to distract us as we protect our families.

How Weed Became the New OxyContin

Big Pharma and Big Tobacco are helping market high-potency, psychosis-inducing
THC products as ‘medical marijuana’

BY LEIGHTON WOODHOUSE

Bart Bright, Aubree Adams, Laura Stack, Dr. Libby Stuyt, Dr. Christine Miller, Dr.
Roneet Lev, Ben Cort, Dr. Robin Murray, Jordan Davidson, and Dr. David Smith are all
featured in this hard hitting article. Warning, this article is can be difficult to read for
some families.

EBM Alliance Member
Mary Maas Featured in The
Daily Mail

Ann Clark of Moms Strong
Featured in The Daily Mail

Aubree Adams Live on
Newsmax

EBM Alliance Member Ethan
Andrew, Dr. Nora Volkow, &
Aubree Adams on Fox News

Education
Use the Every Brain Matters posters in your community to educate. This poster is located on the
front page of Every Brain Matters, hover over the informational icons to access the resources. The
download buttons are located below the poster.

Family Resources

Recovery Questions For Families

Testimonies
The effects of marijuana, and other drugs, are real and increasing. We are here for those who
want to share their testimonies. Click each graphic to read and share the the articles below and
help give families a voice. Please help us raise awareness by sharing your testimony here.

More Testimonies Here

A Moment of Science
Marijuana and hallucinogen use among young adults reached all time-high in 2021

NIH-supported study also found past-month vaping levels rebound after early pandemic drop.

Legalization of Marijuana Linked to an Increase in Traffic Crashes and Deaths

5.8% rise in the incidence of traffic collision injuries 4.1% increase in the rate of fatal crashes
researchers did not see any rise during the same period.

Edible Cannabis Legalization and Unintentional Poisonings in Children

During the 7-year study period, there were 581 hospitalizations for cannabis poisoning in children
(53.9% in boys; mean age, 3.6 years).

6.3-fold increase in hospitalizations for unintentional cannabis poisoning among the under-10 age
group in Canada since the legalization of recreational cannabis in October 2018.
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc2207661

Our data indicates that legalization was associated with marked increases in hospitalizations for
cannabis poisoning in children. Most of the increase occurred after legalization of cannabis
edibles and despite strict regulations aimed at reducing poisonings in children, including a
maximum of 10 mg of THC per edible package (10 times less than allowed in some U.S. regions),
requirements for plain and child-resistant packaging, and consumer education campaigns. Our
findings suggest that restrictions on the sale of visually attractive and palatable cannabis edible
products are key policy considerations for the prevention of cannabis poisonings among children
in the United States and other countries considering legalization.

Advocacy Action

Thank You to Ann Hassel for Her Years of Advocacy Work!

Anne Hassel was a marijuana user and even faced charges for growing her own. When marijuana
became legalized in Massachusetts, she was so excited that she quit her job as a physical
therapist therapist to work as a bud tender, hoping to help people as she believed marijuana held
medicinal properties. Soon, she witnessed the dangerous practices of the marijuana industry and
also became addicted herself. She experienced extreme episodes of paranoia and even
psychosis. Throughout her recovery process, she has worked hard warning other states and
communities about the true intentions of the marijuana industry. Every Brain Matters honors Anne
and looks forward to continuing to work to raise her voice so less people are harmed. You can
read her first testimony on Parents Opposed to Pot, Journey As A Budtender and listen to her
video below.

Tell us what you’re doing, and and we’ll feature your advocacy work here. Send us an
email at info@everybrainmatters.org

On The Calendar

Upcoming Events

Click below to register

Advocacy Meetings

Every Brain Matters Advocacy Group

This group has been created for those who
want to advocate against full-scale
legalization of marijuana, and for strict
regulation and preventative measures in areas
where this drug is already legal. The goal of
this group is to help curtail the widespread
acceptance, commercialization, and
normalization of marijuana.

Support and Recovery Meetings

Every Brain Matters Climbers Family
Support Group

This meeting is an interactive educational
group for family members to bring issues,
questions or concerns, and receive direct
feedback from a trained counselor and other
families. Learn tools of recovery to help you
and your family.

Mar-Anon, Family Support

Mar-Anon is a 12- Step program designed
specifically for those who are affected by
another’s marijuana use.

Monthly Speakers Meeting - First Friday of every month

Every Brain Matters Monthly Speakers Meeting- Amy Neville

Amy’s son had cannabis use disorder at the age of 13, and by 14 had made the deadly mistake of
swallowing a pill that contained a lethal dose of Fentanyl. Since then Amy has dedicated her life
to educating families and communities about the harms of fentanyl, cannabis, and other drugs.
She especially focuses on the predatory practices of social media, including Snapchat. Please
join us for this very important Zoom meeting to hear her valuable testimony that will save lives
and bring hope to families.

A Moment of Silence
Remembering and honoring the people that we have lost due to the normalization and
commercialization of marijuana. To memorialize and honor your loved one in the Every
Brain Matters community, please click this link.

September Remembrance:

September 20,2018 - Jolo Alonzo-Talay

September 13, 2018 - Dana Wheelock

September 19, 2016 - Joey Dailidas

September 19, 2011 - Corey Baile

September 26, 2016 - Neal Jansen Honka

September Heavenly Birthday

September 28, 1977 - Joel Jonathan Belmer

September 23, 2001 - Taylor Rose Moore

September Marijuana Related Impaired-Driving Deaths:

September 18, 2010 - Sydney Tabakin, 17. Wisconsin.

September 3, 2010 - Brian Wood, 33. Washington.

The Every Brain Matters Store

We call for a cultural change with the widespread use of our logo to bring visual public awareness
that unites us and symbolizes “freedom from marijuana”, and promotes optimal brain and

environmental health.

Click the item to see colors, sizes, and other variations

Click here to see all available merchandise at the Every Brain Matters Store.

Join Every Brain Matters

Donate
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